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In mathematics classrooms as well as in research in mathematics education it is 

possible to identify various power relations. Here we draw attention to power 

relations between researcher and teacher during classroom research and also power 

relations in implicit and explicit assessment acts in communications between teacher 

and student in the mathematics classroom. We describe a basis for a planned action 

research project within a critical mathematics education approach. We are drawing 

on a model by Skovsmose and Borba, and adding a Foucaultian concept of discourse. 

We include tentative analytical tools as well as methodological considerations.  

A basis for this paper is a recently started research project where we investigate some 

aspects of the situation in Swedish mathematics classrooms regarding equity 

(Björklund Boistrup & Norén, 2012). These aspects, such as ethnic backgrounds and 

socio-economic circumstances, are becoming more problematic than earlier (National 

Agency of Education, 2012). This problem area is not isolated to Sweden and we 

know from other research that teachers’ expectations and demands, as well as local 

circumstances, segregation, poverty and social problems limit opportunities for 

students’ achievement (Arora, 2005). The planned research project aims to connect 

this problem area to a specific aspect of classroom communication, namely classroom 

assessment (here taken in a broad sense). We know from several earlier studies that 

assessment taking place in classroom communication is affecting students’ 

achievements (Black & Wiliam, 1998; Hattie; 2009), which is why we have chosen to 

specifically research this.  

The project will consist of quantitative as well as qualitative studies. This paper is 

connected to one of the qualitative studies and to a research question where we ask 

how teachers and researchers collaboratively can develop classroom assessment 

practices in the mathematics classroom. This question is also relevant for another 

research project starting in September 2012 where one of the authors (Björklund 

Boistrup) is engaged in action research studies with teachers in two Swedish 

municipalities with a focus on assessment (taken in a broad sense) aspects in 

mathematics classroom communication. The latter studies constitute pilot studies for 

the first mentioned project.  

CRITICAL CLASSROOM RESEARCH 

We position this paper within a critical approach. As Skovsmose (2012) does, we find 

it important to explore various sites for teaching and learning mathematics, and to go 

beyond the “prototypic mathematics classroom” (p. 344) research. A central theme 

when researching within a critical approach in mathematics education is inequities 
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between different actors in the mathematics classroom (Vithal, 2004). These 

inequities may concern different groups of students (National Agency of Education, 

2012; Norén & Björklund Boistrup, 2013) as well as power relations between 

researchers, teachers and/or students (Skovsmose & Borba, 2004). Additionally, and 

equally significantly, is the way that the mathematics classroom is part of (and 

affected by) institutional and discursive aspects in a broader context. Valero (e.g. 

2004) argues for a research process that takes into account the social arenas in which 

the classroom is immersed. In elaborating on the presence of institutions, it can be 

argued that communications in mathematics classrooms are situated in contexts 

characterised by dominant (mathematics) education discourses, the use of artefacts 

developed over time, framings in terms of specific resources for learning, division of 

time, structures within and between schools, classification of students into schools 

and learning groups, established routines, classroom structure and authoritative rules 

(Selander, 2008; Björklund Boistrup & Selander, 2009). 

Regarding relations between student, teachers, and/or researchers, Skovsmose and 

Borba (2004) highlight how research processes in critical action research include all 

these actors. They present a model that illustrates what such research may address 

(Figure 1). The authors argue that critical classroom research is about change. That is, 

not only, as a researcher, to capture and describe notions in the mathematics 

classroom, but also to go beyond this and “bring about some input to the empirical 

material from a situation which has not taken place” (Skovsmose & Borba, 2004, 

p.210, italics in original).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.  Skovsmose & Borba (2004), model of critical mathematics education, 

illustrating what research may address 

In the model, CS refers to the current situation in the mathematics classroom before 

any substantial changes are introduced. IS corresponds to a vision about possible 

alternatives, an imagined situation, where the learning environment for the students 

might be different. The third corner of the model illustrates the arranged situation. 

This situation is different from the current situation but also from the imagined 

situation. One could say that the arranged situation is “a practical alternative which 

emerges from a negotiation involving the researchers and teachers, and possibly also 

students, parents, and administrators” (Skovsmose & Borba, 2004, p. 214). 

AS (arranged situation) 

CS (current situation) IS (imagined situation) 
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We find the model by Skovsmose and Borba (2004) to be a powerful tool when 

researchers, teachers, and/or students conduct action research in mathematics 

classrooms. However, what is only partly incorporated in the model is the notion of 

the classroom as part of and affected by a broader institutional context. In order to 

include this notion more strongly we use a Foucaultian concept of discourse. 

Discourses are then recognised as practices structured through power relations that 

enact different identities and activities (Foucault, 1993). With a dynamic view on 

discourse, drawing on Foucault (1993), neither researchers and teachers nor students 

are to be seen as imprisoned in a discourse. Each actor may be part of a long-term 

change of the discourse and “leave” it and instead take active agency in another 

discourse (e.g., Norén, 2011). Discourse, according to Foucault, is often understood 

as encompassing entire disciplines, but can also be conceptualised as smaller 

discourses related to specific interests in a discipline. The latter view of discourse is 

adopted here (see Walkerdine, 1988; Björklund Boistrup, 2010a, 2010b; Norén, 

2010). 

ASSESSMENT ASPECTS IN MATHEMATICS CLASSROOM 

COMMUNICATION 

In this paper we understand assessment in a broad sense to include, not only 

traditional tests and project work, but also aspects in day-to-day teacher student 

interactions (Morgan, 2000; Watson, 2000). One example here is where teachers aim 

to find out students’ mathematics knowing towards providing “scaffolding” to their 

learning. Adopting a critical approach incorporates an acknowledgement of different, 

multiple positions that teachers and students (can) adopt vis-à-vis assessment in the 

mathematics classroom. This includes an interest in whose and what kind of knowing 

is represented in assessment in mathematics and also how this is connected to the 

broader social context (Morgan, 2000). Mellin-Olsen (1993), similarly, considers a 

specific power relation when he asks where the student is as a subject in the 

assessment of mathematics (see also Cotton, 2004). He attests that the student is often 

treated as an object, as ‘the one who is assessed’. Another example is Foucault 

(2003), who writes about the role of assessment in education. He argues that, in 

assessment, surveillance is combined with normalisation. Through the assessment, 

there is both qualification and classification taking place, as well as the exercise of 

power and education of a specific knowing. 

For a student, a teacher’s assessment can be shown through feedback. One could say 

that without first making some kind of assessment of what a student displays, it 

would be very hard for the teacher to provide any feedback at all (Björklund 

Boistrup, 2010 a, 2010b). In earlier studies by the authors we construed discourses 

related to assessment in the mathematics classroom. In Norén (2010, 2011), the 

interest is in students with minority backgrounds in mathematics education. Norén 

construed discourses considered to be products of selective traditions: the public, 

traditional mathematics education, and language discourses in mathematics 

classrooms. She argues that power relations in the broader society are repeated in 
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these discourse practices. Her findings also show that the students in the classrooms 

are not passive recipients but agents of their learning and empowerment. In a 

situation when the students are taking a National test, which the teacher administers, 

a discourse that normalises Swedish is enabled. In the beginning the teacher 

introduces the discourse “Swedish only” despite that the “normal” discourse in this 

classroom is bilingual and both Swedish and Arabic were used. Despite that this 

particular test was a group test, where communication is necessary, bilingual 

communication is not supported. Through actions by the students, the discourse is, 

after a while, changed, when the teacher explains one Swedish word in Arabic. 

In Björklund Boistrup (2010a, 2010b) four assessment discourses in mathematics 

with a specific interest in feedback are construed. The first one, “Do it quick and do it 

right” has connections to a traditional mathematics classroom practice. The focus of 

the feedback in this discourse is on whether an answer is right or wrong, or on the 

number of accomplished items. The second discourse, “Anything goes”, is quite 

opposite to this traditional discourse, and is one where students’ performances that 

can be regarded as mathematically inappropriate are left unchallenged. Here teachers’ 

approval of students’ work is common. In the third discourse, “Openness to 

mathematics”, there are several instances of feedback both from teacher to student 

and vice versa. Often the focus is on processes towards an answer of an item. 

Different communicational resources (for example speech, drawings, manipulatives) 

are acknowledged and at times the teacher promotes or restricts the use of resources 

depending upon the meaning-making demonstrated by the student(s). Finally, the 

fourth discourse, “Reasoning takes time”, goes a step further, with a slower pace and 

an emphasis on mathematics processes such as reasoning/arguing, inquiring/problem-

solving and defining/describing. Silences are common and the possibility (for teacher 

and student) to be silent seems to serve the mathematics focus.   

These discourses are not stages in a taxonomy towards “better” assessment in 

mathematics classrooms. Instead they are analytical constructs construed from 

analyses and they constitute tentative tools for describing assessment practices in 

mathematics classrooms. For the first two discourses the lack of focus on 

mathematics processes produces low affordances for students’ learning of 

mathematics, despite the seeming openness of the second discourse. In the third and 

fourth discourse, there are affordances for students’ learning of mathematics with 

special attention given to basic skills in discourse three and attention to processes like 

reasoning and problem solving in discourse four. The power relations between 

teacher and students are significantly different in these four discourses. In the first 

discourse the main agent is the teacher, and the affordances for students’ active 

agency are not high. In the second discourse, the teacher, takes on the role as the one 

who evaluates students’ performances, in this case, in terms of “good”. The student is 

then positioned as the one who is being assessed. In discourse three and four, the 

teacher more often provides descriptive rather than evaluative feedback and also 
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more often invites students to give feedback concerning the teaching. Here the power 

relations between teacher and student are more equal.  

RESEARCHING COMMUNICATION IN MATHEMATICS CLASSROOMS 

In the following sections, we describe how we coordinate (Prediger et al., 2008) the 

model by Skovsmose and Borba (2004, see Figure 1) with a Foucaltian concept of 

discourse. We also use earlier research described here as analytical starting point. We 

describe a plan for a critical research project in a mathematics classroom where 

power relations in classroom assessment in a broad sense are investigated.   

Pedagogical imagination 

The process of pedagogical imagination (Skovsmose & Borba, 2004) is, in the model 

in Figure 1, positioned between CS (current situation) and IS (imagined situation). 

Here the researchers and teachers conceptually explore educational alternatives to the 

current situation. In the projects described in this paper the focus of the pedagogical 

imagination is a changed assessment practice in the mathematics classroom where the 

affordances for students’ active agency and learning of mathematics are qualitatively 

different. One source for this imagination is the findings in research described in the 

previous section. However, it is possible to imagine also other assessment discourses 

in the mathematics classroom. One example could be an assessment discourse with a 

focus also on a critical awareness of the role of mathematics in society and people’s 

life. Here the notion of mathematics is not conceptualised as something inevitably 

good, but as something that can imbue different consequences for people depending 

on how it is used (Skovsmose, 2005). Another source for this process is the teachers’ 

knowledge about the work as a mathematics teacher in school today as well as other 

knowledge. This knowledge is essential in a critical classroom research project. The 

imagination and decision making in this process are linked to co-operation between 

teachers and researchers. More importantly, this “co-operation includes negotiation 

and deliberation. Deliberation is based on the idea that nobody has access to 

unquestionable knowledge” (Skovsmose & Borba, 2004, p. 217).  

Practical organisation 

The process of practical organisation (Skovsmose & Borba, 2004) is positioned 

between CS (current situation) and AS (arranged situation). Whereas there are no 

limits during the process of pedagogical imagination, the research process encounters 

reality during the practical organisation of the project. This process has the current 

situation as point of departure. In co-operation between teacher and researcher and 

also other agents such as administrators, a ‘pragmatic’ solution will be the arranged 

situation. This situation is not the same as the imagined situation but it is the one that 

was possible to accomplish in negotiations. In the projects in this paper, these 

negotiations also address constraints and possibilities of the institution of school. This 

may include frames such as group sizes or number of teachers in a student group. It 

may also concern decisions on a municipal level concerning certain assessment 

materials that the teacher has to use. We find the constraints and possibilities of the 
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institution of school to be significant enough to be the focus of a process on its own 

and we will come back to this after the description of the explorative reasoning. 

Explorative reasoning 

The process of explorative reasoning (Skovsmose & Borba, 2004) has its position 

between AS (arranged situation) and IS (imagined situation).  Explorative reasoning 

provides a means to draw conclusions not only in relation to the arranged situation 

but also in relation to the imagined situation. Teachers and researchers have learnt 

about assessment in mathematics classrooms through analysis of the arranged 

situation. When also including the imagined situation in the analysis it will be 

possible to look through such data: 

In particular, it is relevant to make conclusions about the imagined situation based on 

what we have observed with respect to the arranged situation. In this way this later 

situation turns into a window through which we might better grasp and qualify the 

imagined situation (Skovsmose & Borba, 2004, p. 219). 

Also this process is a process of negotiation between teachers and researchers (and 

possibly also students). This way of collaboratively conducting research with teachers 

is a way to qualify the research. The agents which the research concerns are part of 

the research process. This is an essential aspect of participatory research in a critical 

approach. In Björklund Boistrup (2010a, 2010b) the analysis and findings were 

discussed with the teachers but the teachers were not fully included in the research 

process. In our current projects we change the participants’ roles fundamentally and 

by doing this the power relations between teachers and researchers. 

Scrutinising the institutional context 

We adopt a Foucaultian concept of discourse as a next step, which is a process 

closely related to the previous explorative reasoning. We call this process scrutinising 

the institutional context. Here teachers and researchers jointly will analyse the 

institutional context and how it affects classroom communication and assessment in 

mathematics. While the situation in the classroom is in focus in the process of 

explorative reasoning, the institutional context is in focus in the process described in 

this paragraph. One power relation where institutional rules affect classroom work is 

that teachers are expected to follow steering documents in the day-to-day classroom 

work. However, we argue that other forces affect assessment practices in 

mathematics classrooms as well. One force is the power executed through dominant 

discourses. The discourse “Do it quick and do it right” corresponds to a high degree 

to a traditional discourse of assessment in mathematics. In trying to critically 

investigate mathematics classroom work, and to go beyond “prototypic mathematics 

classroom” research, it is essential to bring in the power executed by dominant and 

normalising discourses and in collaboration between teacher and researcher go 

beyond these discourses and explore new possible assessment practices in 

mathematics classrooms. 
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The assessment discourses described earlier in this paper are a starting point for the 

process of scrutinising the institutional context and during the process we expect 

other discourses to be construed. The indirect impact of the institution can be 

conceptualised in terms of what kinds of discourses are affecting teacher-student 

communications in mathematics. It is possible to find differences between the current 

situation and the arranged situation. One finding may be that the “presence” of a 

traditional assessment discourse, “Do it quick and do it right”, will have decreased. 

When comparing the arranged situation with the imagined situation, it will be 

possible to further investigate the institutional context. Here the direct impact of the 

institution will be in focus. This direct impact can be related to institutional traces 

such as decisions made on other “levels” than the classrooms, for example the 

municipality making decisions that directly affect classroom work in mathematics. 

Also here the previously mentioned construed discourses will provide initial 

analytical tools.  If, as an example, there is assessment material in mathematics that 

all teachers have to use with their students, this material will have a direct effect on 

the assessment practice in the mathematics classroom.  In turn, the assessment acts in 

mathematics that the material is affording may have a substantial effect on the 

possible arranged situation. 

FINDINGS FROM A PILOT STUDY 

During August 2012 – January 2013 a pilot study in two Swedish municipalities was 

performed (Björklund Boistrup & Samuelsson, work in progress, a and b). We then 

followed the methodology outlined in this paper. The participants were four teachers 

and two researchers in each of two action research projects. In both part-studies, 

implicit assessment acts in the mathematics classroom were investigated and here we 

describe one of these studies.  

In one of the studies, the notion of silences in teacher-student communications during 

students’ independent work was in focus. As described earlier, silences were typical 

for the assessment discourse Reasoning takes time, and here they were specifically 

addressed. During the process of pedagogical imagination, teachers and researchers, 

formulated together, relying on earlier research (e.g., Björklund Boistrup, 2010b), an 

imagined situation with more silences in teacher-student communications than in the 

current situation. We posed questions about how this change would be beneficial (or 

not) for teachers’ feedback and for students’ agency and learning of mathematics. 

During the process of practical organisation we engaged in the teachers’ experiences 

so far of being more silent in communications with students. On our way to the 

arranged situation we problematized the notion of silences as single phenomena and 

we brought in other notions that were connected to the presence of silences. One 

notion was that we developed questions where silences served the purpose of giving 

the teacher time to formulate feedback and the student time to reflect over 

mathematical processes such as problem-solving and reasoning. The findings 

formulated during the process of explorative reasoning indicate that when the number 

of silences increases in combination with other notions, such as the questions asked 
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by the teacher, the affordances for students’ agency and learning of mathematics 

increase during the communications. In the end of the project, we engaged in the 

fourth process, scrutinising the institutional context. The teachers gave account of a 

dominant traditional discourse as something that may impede teachers from taking on 

a more silent and listening role in the mathematics classroom, with a change of power 

relations as a consequence. The teachers mentioned positive factors on a local level 

which facilitated a changed assessment practice in the mathematics classroom, where 

the action research project was mentioned as one part. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS  

As experienced in the pilot study, the model by Skovsmose and Borba (2004) 

provides a structure for a methodology where the power relations between teacher 

and researcher are coherent with a critical approach and, hence, both the researchers’ 

and teachers’ perspectives are part of the research process. Furthermore, bringing in a 

Foucaltian concept of discourse provides analytical tools for addressing the 

institutional context. As we see it, a student, teacher, and/or researcher always take 

active agency in discourses. The discourse can affect the individual in terms of who 

has the authority to act, what to communicate (assessment) on, and how 

communication is (can be) constituted. In this paper it concerns both power relation 

between teacher and researcher during research and power relations between teacher 

and student in communication in mathematics classrooms. It could be said here that 

power is executed through assessment and other acts. The individual, on the other 

hand, has the possibility to take active agency in another discourse instead, or be part 

of a long-term change in the discourse. The power relations between teacher and 

student are clearly not equal, and teachers have specific responsibilities in the 

assessment practice. In a dynamic view of assessment discourses there are 

opportunities for teachers and, to some extent, students in the mathematics classroom 

to take active agency in the teaching and learning through participation in potential 

alternative assessment discourses. This is not something straightforward since there 

also are power relations between classroom practices and institutions. The 

methodology described in this paper allows these power relations to be addressed and 

acted on. 
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